Our Partner Organizations represent over 2,000 members statewide

EARLY BIRD ATTENDEE REGISTRATION $45* ($75 after June 14th)
Click here to Register.

*Registration fee includes Lunch, Expo, Networking Reception and approved Continuing Education Sessions.

EARN ACHE F2Fs, AIA LU/HSWs, GBCI CEs, PDHs

AGENDA AT A GLANCE
9:00 - 11:30 AM  Registration Open
9:30 - 11:00 AM  Education Sessions
10:30 - 11:30 AM  Trade Show, Networking
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  Keynote Lunch
1:00 - 2:00 PM  Trade Show, Networking
2:00 - 3:30 PM  Education Sessions
3:00 - 4:00 PM  Networking Happy Hour

SUMMIT HIGHLIGHTS
• Education on Innovative, High Performance Design of the Built Environment
• Thought Leaders in various Markets, Processes and Technologies Share Ideas
• National Perspective Keynote Lunch
Keynote Lunch Speaker: The Digital Transformation of the Design and Construction Industry

New technologies are rapidly transforming all global industries. The Keynote Speaker will share highlights of his team's research on the digital transformation of design and construction and provide examples of innovative ways firms are applying these tools and practices to benefit all parties, particularly for healthcare facilities.

Stephen Jones
Senior Director, Industry Insights Research
Dodge Data & Analytics (formerly McGraw Hill Construction)

A Sneak Peek at the Education Sessions

9:30 SESSIONS

Track A - Evidence Based Design and Evidence-Based Medicine
Regional Hospital Executives will discuss upcoming projects and how they are aligning Evidence-Based Design and Evidence-Based Medicine to design a more efficient and higher quality patient-centered healthcare delivery model. (Pending ACHE F2Fs, AIA LU/HSWs, GBCI CEs)

Track B - LEED v4.1
National and Regional thought leaders will provide their perspectives on the recently launched LEED v4.1. They will discuss how it is impactful to proper design of sustainable and resilient Corporate, Higher Education, Mission Critical and Healthcare facilities, while additionally providing considerable value to building Owners and Operators. (Pending AIA LU/HSWs, GBCI CEs)

2:00 PM SESSIONS

Track A - Management and Prevention of Hospital Acquired Infections
This panel of Healthcare Thought Leaders will seek to inform hospital Designers, Administrators and Leadership about the causes of hospital acquired infections and how they affect the quality, financial health and safety of healthcare facilities. (Pending ACHE F2Fs, AIA LU/HSWs, GBCI CEs)

Track B - How to Introduce Better Design into the Design Process
This collaborative panel of Corporate and Healthcare Facility and Design leaders will discuss benchmarking, ASHRAE 209 and the advantage an integrative process offers to project teams as well as the positive impact the outcomes will have on the most important building use, the people within. (Pending AIA LU/HSWs, GBCI CEs)

Click Here to Register

Please direct all Correspondence and Questions to Lori Dahm at lddahm@heapy.com or 317-571-8795.